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The speculations on Leonardo by Tyler in a recent issue1 are intriguing.  But they are misleading 
when couched in language of scientific investigation and titled as “evidence” for a clinical 
disease.   To my reading, the paintings have uncertain attribution, the interpretation of faces 
and ocular appearance is unconvincing, the measurements are of uncertain validity, and the 
premise that strabismus would improve artistic representation of depth is questionable.   
Tyler’s “data” could just as convincingly lead to the conclusion that Leonardo did not have 
strabismus, or that the vagaries of artistic license prevent any conclusion at all.   
      
The evidence that these images show Leonardo is circumstantial, and the images appear to 
represent different faces if one looks at the arch of the brows, depth of the eye, height of the 
brows, nasal shape, nares, etc.  If the faces are different, why should one assume the eyes 
represent Leonardo?    
 
The position of eyes in painting and sculpture pose a problem.  Portraits may be sketched in a 
sitting, with ocular details added later in the studio.  Self-portraits are problematic because 
looking at one’s eyes in a mirror causes their position to shift.  Light reflexes document the 
direction of gaze in theory and in photographs, but not necessarily in paintings that may involve 
multiple sittings, changing light sources, and artistic license.  And measurements of eye position 
without a reflex are of questionable validity; even a normal individual looking to the side will 
often appear to have diverging eyes, because the whites are disparately exposed (Figure 1).2   
 
This report dismisses contrary evidence as “artistic trope,” which is scientific sin. The 
esodeviation, anisocoria, hypertropia and eccentric pupil (in del Verrocchio’s David) in these 
works are in fact proof that these artists took liberties with reality.  Can one claim historical 
validity for other findings in the same images?  Van Gogh self-portraits provide an example of 
artistic license, showing iris colors ranging from blue to green to brown that surely do not 
represent reality.  Diagnosing eye disease in an artist from the art alone is perilous.2   
 
Finally, the hypothesis that strabismus would aid a painter in portraying depth makes no sense.  
The strabismus “identified” in 5 painters in the first sentence of this report has been disputed 
for all but Barbieri (known as Il Guercino, the squinter).  Yet his portrayal of depth is 
indistinguishable from that by countless binocular painters.   All of us can see objects in the 
world and also enjoy paintings; and there is no true stereopsis for distant objects anyway.   

I cannot prove whether Leonardo did or did not have exodeviation (until he accepts my offer of 
a free exam).  But from the comments above I seriously doubt that he did…and it wouldn’t 
matter one way or the other with respect to his art.    
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LEGEND: Seemingly divergent eyes in a normal individual 

 
This woman has straight eyes, confirmed on examination and cover tests.  But her eyes appear divergent on left-
gaze, showing the hazard of diagnosing strabismus from facial appearance.  Some of the white of her eyes gets 
hidden under the lateral canthi, so that the left eye shows more of the white on one side of the iris, and less on 
the other, in comparison with the right eye.  (Image copyright Michael F Marmor2 and used by permission) 

 
 
CWT Response 
Professor Marmor’s points are well-taken, but they were mostly fully recognized in the analyses 
for the paper. The ‘evidence’ of title is not specified, but I would certainly agree that it is 
circumstantial in legalistic terms, in the sense that no one item constitutes proof, but each adds 
an increment of probability to the case. In the absence of specifics, Professor Marmor’s claim 
that the analyses could have “just as convincingly led to the opposite conclusion” seems like a 
rhetorical overstatement recognized that the strength of the conclusion may be weighted 
differently by different readers.  If these are not portraits of Leonardo, they lead to no conclusion 
about his ocular alignment, not the opposite conclusion. 
However, it is important to recognize both that the facial physiognomy changes with age and that 
faces are viewed differently by different artists (since these are not photographic images). Thus 
the variation in the height of the brows, in particular, seems consistent with the age progression 
expected from the mid-teens the mid-sixties, and similarly for the length of the nose. So these 
variations tend to support rather than dispute their identification as his portraits when age it take 
into account. 
 



As is recognized in the case of the ‘Salvator Mundi’, the iris position relative to the Hirschberg 
reflex is a more accurate measure of eye alignment than the position relative to the eyelid 
aperture, but this measure was not available in the available set of identified portraits. I am 
planning to apply the gold-standard Hirschberg analysis to other claims of strabismus in artists, 
as I myself am skeptical of the ones I cited in the Intro review (although it did not seem prudent 
to mention this before assessing the evidence in this manner). 
 
The critique mentions an artifact in the apparent alignment in side view, although Figure 1 
illustrates the accuracy of my geometric quantification method. Nevertheless, I focused the 
analysis on straightahead facial views, with the exception of the best-established self-portrait by 
Leonardo in his sixties, which was included for its authenticatory value.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. Application of my geometric analysis method to the example provided by Marmor’s figure. Although the 
lacrimal caruncles tend to extend the visual impression of the eye width nasally (see his Fig. 1), they are discounted 
by the lenticular arcs used to fit the scleral aperture, such that the fiducial positions of the pupil/iris circle fits are 
exactly identical for the aligned eyes, as in this example. (Note that this example lacks a Hirschberg reflex.) 
 
The quality of Professor Marmor’s critique can be judged from his statement, “The esodeviation, 
anisocoria, hypertropia and eccentric pupil (in del Verrocchio’s David) in these works are in fact 
proof that these artists took liberties with reality.”  Beyond violating the proscription against the 
term “proof” in a scientific analyses, the fact of finding such deviations in these depictions may 
or may not constitute ”liberties” depending on the underlying state of the reality, the assessment 
of which is necessarily a probabilistic endeavor in such cases of undocumented history.  However, 
an informal survey makes it clear that such deviations are extremely rare in Renaissance art, so 
their confluence in these attributed portraits of Leonardo itself provides some form of evidence 
of a deviant binocular condition.  
 
Finally, Leonardo’s noted facility in depicting three-dimensional form is well-recognized by art 
historians as highly influential for subsequent artistic developments, which had become standard 
practice by the C17th period of Guercino, independently of his own strabismic condition. 
 


